
ARE YOU A 
PREPARED DIVER?

DAN.org

DIVE SMARTER. AND SAFER.
Available via DAN eLearning, each Prepared 
Diver video-based module covers one of the 
five main triggers of dive incidents, so you 
can learn to dive smarter - and safer. With 
DAN Prepared Diver, you’ll learn to ...

n	RESPECT YOUR LIMITS
 Increase your awareness of thetangible and intangible  
 limitations that divers face before every dive, including  
 environmental, physical and physiological issues.

n	BE AWARE OF YOUR AIR
 Clearly understand the importance of having   
 sufficient air and learn to consider the factors such  
 as currents, workload and weighting when 
 planning a dive.

n	LISTEN TO YOUR EARS
 Learn about how pressure at depth affects your 
 ears and how to avoid ear injuries. 

n	MAINTAIN GOOD BUOYANCY
 Discover the factors that affect buoyancy 
 and learn how to establish optimal weighting.

n	CONTROL YOUR ASCENTS
 Explore the physics affecting safe ascents   
 in several types of dive environments and how  
 to ascend properly in each one.

n	BONUS CONTENT: ASSUME   
 RESPONSIBILITY
 As a diver, you are ultimately responsible for the  
 decisions you make. Take responsibility and learn  
 about the issues you must pay attention to and 
 the questions you should ask. 

Learn how to recognize, and avoid, 
the five main triggers of dive accidents. 
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BE PREPARED BEFORE 
YOU ENTER THE WATER.
GET ENROLLED IN DAN’S ONLINE PREPARED DIVER COURSE. 

The human body wasn’t designed to breathe underwater, but with the right equipment 
and proper training, almost anyone can become an underwater explorer. Unfortunately, 
to err is human and accidents happen; but they don’t have to happen to you.

The five most common scuba diving accidents are preventable. That’s why 
Divers Alert Network® (DAN®) created the Prepared Diver course. 

Most divers don’t plan to run out of air or make an uncontrolled 
ascent, but there are common, preventable mistakes that lead 
up to these emergencies. DAN’s Prepared Diver course is
based upon real-life dive accidents and uses engaging 
video modules to help divers learn more about the 
science of diving sothey can make informed 
decisions and minimize risk. 

90 MINUTES THAT 
COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE
The information you’ll learn in the 90-minute 
DAN Prepared Diver course could save your life. 
Ask your scuba instructor about how to enroll.


